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Overview
The National Science Foundation’s Arctic Observing Network (AON) is a system of land-, atmosphere-, and ocean-based
observing systems in the Far North. While AON-based observations of Arctic change are intended to be long-term, specific
projects and collaborations can be more ephemeral in nature. For nearly two decades, the Arctic Research Consortium of the
United States (ARCUS) has provided support to the community of AON researchers. This has provided ARCUS with a novel
perspective on the trajectory of these efforts. Over the years, the AON community has developed numerous reports and
recommendations for advancing a coordinated and sustained observing network. ARCUS has supported this work through event
planning and organization, coordination of programs and strategic planning, and networking with the broader Arctic research
community. Here we share a review of these community-generated efforts, with interactive links to serve as a resource on the
history of guidance offered by the AON community.

2003

SEARCH Observing Change Panel
2003 SEARCH Open Science 
Meeting

2005

SEARCH Implementation 
Workshop
- Report on priority activities

2008

Arctic Observations Integration 
Workshops (three workshops total)

2009

AON PI Meeting
- AON 2009 Status Report and Key 
Recommendations
AON Design and Implementation 
Task Force

2012

ADI Design and Implementation 
Task Force 
- Report: Designing, Optimizing, 
and Implementing an Arctic 
Observing Network
- US AON Coordination Workshop 
Report

2014–2015
- Arctic Observing System 
Framework white paper
- Synthesis position paper & NSF 
response
- Arctic Observing Framework 
paper
- Arctic Observing Open Science 
Meeting Report

2016

Arctic Science Ministerial Meeting 
Input
- Notes and an Informal US 
Perspective on Potential Priorities, 
Frameworks, Outcomes

2018

- Arctic Observing Summit Short 
Statement
- Arctic Observing Assessment

Timeline of Community-Generated Reports and Outcomes
**Click on each link below to view the resource**

Synthesis
A review of the reports identified some common themes 
and recommendations (number of reports):

1. Better coordination among agencies and international 
partners (8)

2. Community prioritization of research topics (6)
3. Consistent data and measurement standards across 

AON projects (6)
4. Need for sustained funding (5)
5. Improved stakeholder engagement (5)
6. Stronger AON governance structure (3)
7. More relevant spatial and temporal scales for 

research (3)

In addition, several of the reports offered actionable 
recommendations for implementing pilot projects or 
specific approaches. 

Challenges and Achievements
These reports identified challenges that the community
gathered to address through a progression of coordinating
entities, including the Observing Change Panel, Arctic
Observing Working Group, Design and Implementation Task
Force, and several workshops and conferences. Research
coordination—both internationally and across national
programs—was identified as a top priority.

We encourage anyone engaged in planning for Arctic
observing to reference these reports to learn more about the
recommendations that have already emerged from the
research community.

Current discussions relevant to strategic planning are being
held by the open IARPC Arctic Observing Systems Sub-team,
Sustaining Arctic Observing Networks, and others.
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http://www.arcus.org/
https://www.arcus.org/search-program/meetings/2003
https://www.arcus.org/search-program/meetings/2005/siw
https://www.arcus.org/files/page/documents/19681/siw_report_final_0.pdf
https://www.arcus.org/files/page/documents/19697/arctic_observation_integration_workshops_report.pdf
https://www.arcus.org/files/page/documents/18992/aon_2009_status_report_full.pdf
https://www.arcus.org/files/page/documents/19092/adi_report_final_lo_res.pdf
https://www.arcus.org/files/page/documents/18992/aon_2012_full_report.pdf
https://www.arcus.org/files/page/documents/18992/arcticobservingsystemframework_jan2014short.pdf
https://www.arcus.org/files/page/documents/18992/aon_search_positionpaper_final_1april2015.pdf
https://www.arcus.org/files/page/documents/18992/nsf-arc_re_search_community_governance_20150717.pdf
https://www.arcus.org/files/page/documents/18992/search_arcticobservingframework_111915.pdf
https://www.arcus.org/files/page/documents/25662/aoosmreport_sml.pdf
https://www.arcus.org/files/page/documents/19437/arcticsciminmtg_prioritiesframework_v2.pdf
https://www.arcus.org/files/page/documents/18992/aos2018_search_shortstatement_032918.pdf
https://www.arcus.org/files/page/documents/18992/search_arctic_observing_assessment_v1_032918.pdf
https://www.arcus.org/search-program/aon/panel
https://www.arcus.org/search-program/aon
https://www.arcus.org/files/page/documents/18995/adi_nov09.pdf
https://www.iarpccollaborations.org/members/people/teams/7
https://www.arcticobserving.org/

